I am interested in the presence of whiteness in the western world, especially on the American social and intellectual landscapes. I do not mean the presence of white people. I mean the form of presence whiteness constitutes in its conjuring power. That form of presence carries an ever expanding white aesthetic regime that teaches us how to see and narrate the true, the good, the beautiful, the intelligent, and the noble around white bodies. Elsewhere, I have reflected on that white aesthetic regime and the racializing pedagogy that emerges from it. That pedagogy continues to discipline fantasies of becoming (becoming human, mature, cultured, civilized, authoritative, and so forth).
because it is indeed the artistic site that exposes the imperial position of whiteness in western fantasy work.
It will also be the goal of this essay to examine the complexity of agency for African diaspora people affected by the racial aesthetic. What I hope comes into view is the deeper sense of a productive melancholic that attends the performance of that agency. "Melancholic" in this sense functions like the blues as a way of making pain and contradiction useful but not purposeful. The blues as musical form has always carried this epistemic density, but it has also served historically as a template for a variety of other musical forms as they carried forward its harmonic, lyrical, and melodic architectures. 7 Blues agency is burdened agency as black peoples
came to understand what it meant to inhabit modern bodies-that is, racialized bodies. By blues agency I am not suggesting a romanticized or essentialized "blues essence" for black diaspora peoples. 8 Blues agency here is a modality of reflexivity characterized by its mobility, flexibility, and adaptability that can weave continuity of life across injury, insult, racist mirco-aggression, and violence.
Equally important, blues agency is a site of redemptive fantasy work that delivers subjectivity into new psychic spaces inside of old spaces. Here we must hold together the work of racial fantasy that is emancipatory dreaming and imagining with the hegemonic operations of whiteness without collapsing them into each other. Racial fantasy is not the same as racializing
fantasy, yet black diaspora people have to deal with both.. Racializing fantasy is fantasy captured in the normalizing gaze of whiteness and leads inextricably toward white veneration. Racial fantasy in contradistinction plays in whiteness, as one plays with objects that can harm but turns them toward producing life and pleasure. So I am concerned then with the possibilities of agency in full view of whiteness. Black diaspora peoples have learned to live within this full view. She prefaced her story by reading a letter she had received from a little dark-skinned girl who told Nyong'o how proud she was on her accomplishment of achieving recognition and fame, and that she too (this little dark-skinned girl) hopes now for a better future for darkskinned girls. This little girl was in the process of buying skin-lightening cream in order to transform her body when Nyong'o image appeared and, as she said, "saved her." Nyong'o then told the story that many of her listeners I am sure knew was coming. It was of the time when she too, like the little-dark skinned girl, wished desperately to be light skinned. She prayed and bargained with God, the good and merciful God (as she called God) that she would be a better person morally if this God would alter her physically, thereby making her a better person in the flesh.
The camera scanning the audience of listeners showed well-known African and African
American celebrities, some with eyes closed, some looking directly at her, others with head bowed or nodding, all seemingly possessed of the intimate knowledge of this Morrisonque
Bluest-Eye story being told by Nyong'o. Indeed, this was shared knowledge that was not rooted in shared dark skin but a shared reality of presence. The image to which Nyong'o (like the little dark-skinned girl) has to reconcile was no specific image but a reality of presence. Whiteness at that moment was powerfully present even as Nyong'o spoke of her own black body. Whiteness is both a way of seeing and a way of being seen and in this moment its dual modality intertwined in the logic of her speech. This familiar story of black flesh she resolved in characteristic fashion by telling of how she learned that beauty is fleeting, and that we should make ourselves beautiful inside. Applause followed.
Lupita Nyong'o's speech was in fact about self-making through a powerful act of selfnarration against the backdrop of the fetishizing of her image. Her success should be read inside the spectral calculus that often accompanies the stardom of dark bodies. On the one hand,Nyong'o-like many others-has been read inside exoticism, through which black women's bodies appear as embodiments of stunningly overwhelming beauty that reaches past civilization and rationality and into the primal eroticism of the earth creature. In this regard, her beauty becomes captivating to such an extent that the specifics of her life-her real history, Baker highlights the conundrums of racial visibility bequeathed to us by the colonial racial matrix. Visibility has been collapsed into a readability that haunts racialized subjects. Josephine
Baker's art seemed to play in, with, and against that readability and thereby drew attention to the surface as the site of a theatrical racial interiority that was never an essence. This is what Cheng calls the dream of a second skin. however, to the biopower at work in this emancipatory operation.
remake oneself as object can be shared by those we think would be most allergic to such transformation" (ibid. Thus at another level, these processes of beautification are held inside processes of formation-national, economic, and racial-and, most importantly for our analysis, inside whiteness, again as both a way of seeing and a way of being seen. This humanitarian effort framed "a potential liberal feminist subject who seeks to esteem herself in collaboration with development regimes that represent women in the global South as needing modernization." Nguyen's comments on the complexities of beauty work for Afghan women help frame the historical dilemma of self-reflexivity for people of color. That self-reflexivity is always crowded.
Cheng is surely correct when she argues that cultural theorists and others attuned to the aesthetic These modes expose a more complex picture for self reflexivity than is currently at play in much cultural theory or critical race theory concerned with aesthetics. This tangled picture does not negate the crucial interventions being done through processes of beautification, but only sharpens the work of blues agency as people of color have sought to make themselves visible.
That tangled picture requires analyses that grasp the ordinary presence of whiteness in the ways it has constituted and continues to constitute the aesthetic forest that multiple peoples must move through, groping for light and life. Whiteness in this regard will always constitute for people of color a failure of form. The failure in this sense is not the failure of anti-racialist aesthetic practice, nor is it the failure of art, or media, or artistic practice. The failure of form in this regard is the relentless return of aesthetic form to gesture whiteness as both the definitive source of pleasure and knowledge. Both pleasure and knowledge in this regard are matters of circulation through which white bodies remain the critical sites of intersection of the production and consumption of goods and services and fantasy.
This failure of form means that artistic work and performance, aesthetic practice, and processes of beautification do not simply exist in contaminated zones as Cheng suggests, but are caught irreversibly in a racial drift toward whiteness through which any anti-racist, anti-white supremacist artistic work may be drawn into new possibilities for signifying whiteness, either by packaging the ethnic progenitors of that art and the art itself in commodity and cultural form, or by drawing art and progenitor into an imagined community that shares in the production and consumption of goods and fantasy and thereby shares in both knowledge and pleasure. This failure of form is not immutable or eternal. It has however been with us since the dawning of the colonial modern and the modern body formed in the crucible of stolen land and altered spaces, and enslaved bodies.
Processes of beautification have challenged and continue to challenge that failure of form not by its denial, but by its mastery. This mastery of failure is a contingent, always vulnerable work of blues agency that recognizes that self-reflexivity is always a crowded activity filled with welcome and unwelcome guests speaking at us in the mirror, haunting us even as we imagine with and against the imagistic machine that greets us through ubiquitous media. How does one imagine self with and against the tide of whiteness? This is a question that touches on desire and pleasure, but also on the daily rituals and routines through which black peoples gauge their appearance, measure their effect, and daily launch their improvisational performances into their social worlds. There is a haunting scene from the 2009 movie, Precious based on the novel Push by Sapphire. This scene finds Precious, an African American woman (the main character)
preparing for the day after dressing herself and gauging her appearance in the mirror. The camera moves from the image of Precious looking at herself to the image of herself that she sees reflected back through the mirror. To the viewer's surprise the image is of a young white woman looking back at Precious. What is needed is conversion for all those comfortably at home in whiteness. Processes of beautification enter more deeply into the zone of a redemptive aesthetic once they are shared across racial, gendered, and cultural lines of difference. That sharing would entail not only a recognition of the presence conjured by whiteness, a presence that constantly establishes a normalizing aesthetic power, but also a kind of renunciation and turning away from that power in its exploitive modes of production and consumption. The turning away requires a turning toward relationships and friendships that imagine possibilities of life together that continuously engage
